Top tips








Please label all clothes very clearly. The
children are learning to be more responsible for their
possessions but this takes time!
Please practise fastening buttons, putting on ties and tying
shoes laces.
Please hand in completed homework on time.
Please read at least three times per week with your child.
The children should bring in a named bottle of water so they
can have regular drinks throughout the day

Welcome to Year 3 Spring Term
Your Year Three team is:
Teachers
3PS—Mrs Storton
3LB—Mrs Burgon
3JR—Mr Robertson
Miss Simmons works in 3PS on a Thursday afternoon, in 3LB on a
Thursday morning and in 3JR on a Friday.
Mr Geeson will also be working in year 3 until the end of January.
Teaching assistants
3PS—Mrs Lloyd
3LB—Mrs Appleyard
3JR—Mrs Cattermole
Mrs White and Miss Davies help us with phonics and reading .

During the Spring term....
Some of the topics we will be covering over this term
include:

Fractions — counting in tenths, adding fractions.

Addition and subtraction— written methods.

English—Fractured fairy tales, poetry and reports.

Science—Rocks and soils—Light and Shadows.

Weekly routine / days to remember...
PE Days
3PS Mrs Storton -Tuesdays and Fridays.
3LB Mrs Burgon - Mondays and Wednesdays.
3JR Mr Robertson - Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Homework...








Homework is an essential part of your child’s learning as it
reinforces key concepts and consolidates learning that has
taken place in the classroom. It should always be fun though —
little and often is always best.
Reading - we would like your child to read to someone at
home at least three times per week.
Children can change their own reading books on any day.
Please ensure your child’s reading book is in school every day.
Maths - My Maths is set weekly on a Thursday (3PS and 3LB)
and should be completed by the following Thursday. Friday for
3JR.
Brain Builder - we will send this home with every new topic
with a list of tasks for the children to choose from.
Spellings - each week new spellings will be given to the
children. These are available on the school website. (Download
the Roseacre APP for ease of access.)

Please ensure that your child has his/her full P.E kit in school on each
of these days. Long hair should be tied back and
earrings should not be worn (if earrings are worn then
plasters or tape should be supplied in their P.E. Bag).

Dates for your diary



Mrs Storton (3PS) Parents’ day. Thursday 1st February and Friday
2nd February (Limited spaces ) Bookings on line.
Tuesday 27th March— Egyptian Day. Children can come dressed
up as an Ancient Egyptian. (We do have some costumes available
on request.) Come and enjoy an Egyptian fashion parade, songs,
jokes and dances. Morning and afternoon performances , refreshments and a gift shop.

Keep an eye of the Academy Website for further information.

